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Modal verbs, adverbs, adjuncts, disjuncts, adjectives and nouns

Modality Verb Adverb / Adjunct Disjunct Adjective Noun Notes Examples

epistemic

(more

sure)

assure

observe

manifest

prove

show

avoid

deny

doubt

verify

actually

as a matter of fact

assuredly

certainly

clearly

definitely

doubtless

doubtlessly

evidently

in fact

in point of fact

incontestably

indisputably

indubitably

ineluctably

inescapably

inevitably

literally

manifestly

observably

obviously

patently

plainly

statistically

sure

technically

totally

transparently

truly

unarguably

unavoidably

undeniably

undoubtedly

unquestionably

verifiably

actual

factual

believable

certain

evident

incontestable

indisputable

indubitable

ineluctable

inescapable

inevitable

literal

manifest

observable

obvious

patent

plain

statistical

sure

technical

total

transparent

true

unarguable

unavoidable

undeniable

undoubted

unquestionable

verifiable

assurance

belief

certainty

incontestability

indisputability

indubitability

ineluctability

inevitability

observation

unavoidability

verifiability

The items

heighten the

sense of

certainty.

Some work in a

way similar to the

use of must,

cannot or should

to express logical

deduction of a

fact.

Adjectives used in

this way can be

nuanced with the

use of a variety of

copular verbs:

It is

unquestionable,

seems

unquestionable,

appears

unarguable etc.

This is the actual

bed that the

Queen slept in

It is actually

more difficult

than you think

That is

incontestably the

result

It is statistically

the case that

A sure outcome

is disaster

His dishonesty is

a transparent

fact

I do not deny

that

Plainly, that is

not the case.

epistemic

(less sure)

allege

appear

argue

allegedly

apparently

arguably

plausibly

positively

possibly

alleged

apparent

arguable

presumable

probable

purported

allegation

appearance

argument

The items weaken

the truth of the

statement and

He is allegedly

very rich

The alleged
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believe

credit

debate

defend

dispute

hypothesise

at first glance

at first sight

believably

conceivably

credibly

debatably

defensibly

disputably

fairly

hypothetically

loosely

ostensibly

perhaps

presumably

probably

purportedly

putatively

quite

rather

really

reportedly

reputedly

scarcely

seemingly

surely

without (a) doubt

conceivable

credible

debatable

defensible

disputable

hypothetic

likely

ostensible

plausible

positive

possible

putative

really

reported

reputed

rumoured

scarcely

seeming

sure

unlikely

debate

defence

dispute

evidence

hypothesis

likelihood

possibility

probability

rumour

function in the

way that may or

might are used to

express

uncertainty.

Compare, e.g.,

They may be

related.

Adjectives used in

this way can be

nuanced with the

use of a variety of

copular verbs:

It is disputable,

seems unlikely,

appears credible

etc.

terrorist was

arrested

That's an

allegation I deny

At first glance,

they seem

related

It's conceivable

that the facts are

connected

It's my belief that

he's French

You say so but

it's debatable, of

course

Loosely, it's a

kind of short

circuit

There's a rumour

that he's married

deontic allow

approve

authorise

command

compel

conform

force

instruct

advisably

compulsorily

necessarily

needlessly

obligatorily

unnecessarily

compulsory

essential

necessary

needless

obligatory

permissible

unnecessary

compulsion

force

conformity

necessity

need

obligation

permission

There are fewer

deontic

expressions but

they work in the

same way as

verbs like should,

ought to, must

and have to.

She's obliged to

stay

It's needlessly

complicated

I command

obedience

I was compelled

to join
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let

need

obey

oblige

order

permit

tell

tolerate

dynamic accomplish

achieve

collapse

demonstrate

die

fail

flourish

prosper

show

succeed

thrive

work

ably

(in)effectively

fruitfully

fruitlessly

(un)productively

(un)successfully

*(un)able

(in)effective

fruitful

fruitless

(un)productive

(un)successful

accomplishment

achievement

demonstration

failure

success

There are fewer

dynamic

expressions

because this is an

area where modal

auxiliary verbs are

often

preferred. They

include:

can(not), could.

The experiment

accomplished its

aims

The data

demonstrated the

success of the

approach

The organisms

survived and

flourished

The program

works insofar as

...

alethic compel

conform

force

need

obey

oblige

permit

certainly

compulsorily

of necessity

in principle

incontestably

inescapably

inevitably

necessarily

certain

constrained

incontestable

indisputable

indubitable

ineluctable

inescapable

inevitable

assurance

certainty

constraint

fact

falsehood

incontestability

indisputability

indubitability

There are fewer

alethic expressions

because this is an

area where modal

auxiliary verbs are

often

preferred. They

include:

A prerequisite for

inclusion in the

survey was ...

The principle

underlying the

categorisation is

...

One unavoidable
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observably

unavoidably

necessary

observable

required

unavoidable

ineluctability

inevitability

law

necessity

observation

prerequisite

principle

requirement

truth

unavoidability

cannot (negative

only)

must (positive

only).

constraint is ...

By the laws of

physics ...

Of necessity, ...

* The adjective (un)able is very commonly used to express dynamic modality in the past and future as well as the present because the verb can is defective

having only could as a restricted-use past form and no future form with will at all.


